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STEAM – All French Symbols
**Frustrationless Flyer** Kite Flights – practicing launch procedures and piloting

AREN Wind Stick
very helpful visual
for determining
wind direction and
strength. Easy to
see variable
winds.

First Time Kite Flyer!
Thought it was
“Amazing”!

“I was skeptical
even when we went outside.
After flying, I want my students to have the same joy I felt.”
Post-Flight Debriefing

The pilot kites are great for teaching AREN Launch and Piloting Procedures. During the post-flight debriefing participants shared:

• How they noticed the difference between ground and winds above and described the difference in kite motion;
• How important it is to have a great distance between the pilot and launcher;
• How important communication is in launching; i.e. a French pilot and non-French speaking launcher 😊
• A teacher said he was skeptical even going outside until he flew his kite and wants his students to share the same JOY he experienced 😊
• A teacher had never flown a kite before and thought it was “Amazing!”
• The winds changed to nothing (variable) I showed them the wind stick. Big change from when we first went out.

Summary:

• All are excited and looking forward to the 10/18 AEROKATS Training.
• The French Coordinator is going to translate the Frustrationless Flyer Build Directions into French. (Lin Chambers also will help – Make sure items get posted on AREN GLOBE and Language Translation page.

Q. Can we have an “AREN GLOBE MISSION MAPPER” and register teachers?